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l. First integrals. 
Some recent work by KATZIN, LEVINE and HALSEY, e.g. [1, 2] deals 
with the determination of first integrals of the geodesics of an a:ffinely 
connected space. They have proved, in particular, that form= 2 and m = 3, 
in Riemannian spaces of constant curvature, the first intergals of order m 
are generated by (i.e. are sums of products of) the first integrals of order 
one. (A first integral of order m of the geodesics is a continuous function 
on the tangent bundle which is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m 
on each tangent space, and which is constant along each geodesic when 
the latter is provided with a natural parameter.) These authors indicate 
a general method of geodesic correspondence which allows them to reduce 
the problem in a space of constant curvature to that of Euclidean space. 
The same method would reduce the classification of first integrals of 
order m of the geodesics, for arbitrary m, in a space of constant curvature to 
that in Euclidean space. We therefore confine ourselves to the special case. 
The main result of this note is summarized as follows-in fact, Theo-
rems 1 and 2 give more detailed information. 
Theorem. All first integrals of order m of the geodesics (i.e. the 
a:ffinely parametrized straight lines) of affine space are generated by the 
first integrals of order one. 
The conclusion of the theorem is really a negative one: first integrals 
are used to reduce the solution of differential equations to quadratures, 
as far as is possible- and the theorem indicates that no new information 
is obtained by considering first integrals of order greater than one. Yet, 
the result seems of value because it obtains a simple complete solution 
for a problem which so far was only partially solved, and by far more 
elaborate methods. 
2. Bi-homogeneous polynomials. 
We consider polynomials j(x1, ... , Xn, pt, ... , Pn) in 2n indeterminates 
Xt, .•. , Xn, p1, ... , Pn, which are homogeneous of degree r in x1, ... , Xn and 
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homogeneous of degree m in p1, ... , Pn- we call them bi-homogeneous of 
degree (r, m). 
The x=(xb ... , Xn) may be thought of as coordinates in affine space, 
while p = (p1, ... , Pn) denote components of a vector. The pair (x, p) then 
determines a line in affine space, with affine parametrization t ___,. x + tp. 
First integrals depend on both the length and direction of p, but depend 
on x only up to a multiple of p. It is a classical problem in analytic geome-
try to show that the line is uniquely determined by 
where ni1=XiPf-PiXf· (The p's and n's, in their turn, are related by the 
familiar identities for line coordinates, which, however, we shall not have 
to use.) Observe that Pi and nif are first integrals of order one. Theorems 1 
and 2 imply that these generate all first order integrals. 
0 0 0 0 The symbols P-,;:-, x-,::-, etc. shall be short for _L Pi:.-, _L Xi~-, etc. 
~ ~ i u~ i u~ 
Also, n .,..0 is short for _L n"' ;..._, where IX runs through the ordered pairs 
un "' un"' 
( i, j) of integers with 1 < i < j < n, and 
Lemma 1. A continuously differentiable function I of x, p is a first 
integral if and only if p 0°x I= 0. 
Proof. I is a first integral if and only if l(x+tp, p) is independent 
oft; i.e. :tl(x+tp, p)=p 0°xl(x+tp, p)=O. 
Lemma 2. The following identity holds: 
X~· p~ =X~ (1+p~) -'J'(~. 
op ox ox op on 
Proof. We compute the left side: 
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Lemma 3. () 0 The operators p i)x and i)nii commute. 
Proof. 
Let now I be hi-homogeneous of degree (r, m); then Lemma 2 gives 
() () () 
x- · p-l=r(m+1)1-n-l. i)p i)x i)n 
If I is also a first integral, then the left side vanishes, and if r =1- 0 we 
have 
1 () 
I= r(m+1)n i)nl· 
Here:..() I is hi-homogeneous of degree (r-1, m-1). By Lemma 3 we 
U71:ij 
see that also :.. () I is a first integral. Thus, in r steps I can be reduced 
U71:ij 
to a hi-homogeneous polynomial of degree (0, m-r); i.e. to a homogeneous 
polynomial in p of degree m-r. The computation shows, in particular, 
that m-r;;;. 0. This agrees with the fact that, in the reduction procedure, 
we would otherwise find first integrals of degree (s, 0) with s>O, which 
obviously all vanish. By the repeated application of the last displayed 
formula we thus find: 
Theorem 1. If l(x, p) is a hi-homogeneous polynomial of degree 
(r, m) and if l(x, p) is a first integral, i.e. p ()()xi=O, then m;;;.r, and l(x, p) 
can be represented as a hi-homogeneous polynomial of degree (m-r, r) 
in p resp. n: 
(m-r+ 1)! 
l(x, p) = r!(m+ 1)! 
where the coefficients of the r-fold products of n's are homogeneous 
polynomials in p of degree m-r. 
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3. Differentiability of first integrals. 
Lemma 4. Every first integral of order m is continuously differ-
entiable. 
Proof. For m=O a first integral is just a constant. Let m>O; we 
must show that the coefficient of every power p1'~1 •.. Pn'~n (ik> 0, i1 + ... + 
+in=m) is continuously differentiable. It suffices to show that f(x, p) is 
continuously differentiable if it is a first integral. To find the derivative 
we show that f(x+q,p)-f(x,p) is, for small q, approximated by a linear 
function of q, the difference being of an order higher than that of q. 
We have 
f(x+q, p)- f(x, p) = f(x+q, p+q)- f(x, p) + f(x+q, p)- f(x+q, p+q) 
= {f(x-p, p+q)- f(x-p, p)}- {f(x+q, p+q)- f(x+q, p)}. 
The first term on the right has q 0~ f(y, p)ly~x-p as its linear approxi-
mation. That the linear approximation of the second term is q 0~ f(x, p) 
is seen most easily by observing that q0~f(x+q,p) is a first order ap-
proximation to both. The estimates involved in these statements are of 
a completely routine nature. We thus find that f(x, p) has a derivative 
with respect to x, and 
0 0 0 
q OX f(x, p) =q op f(y, p)ly~x-p- q op f(x, p). 
The right side depends continuously on x and p (despite the apparent 
differentiation) as the coefficients of the powers of p and q are the same 
functions (of y, resp. x) as the coefficients of the powers of p in f(x, p). 
Hence q 0~ f(x, p) is continuous in x and p. 
Lemma 5. If m is a first integral of order m, then /i(x, p) = )>. 0 f(x, p) UXi 
()r 
are first integrals of order m. If /i1 ... ir(x, p) = 0 0 f(x, p), then also Xf! ... Xir 
(1) ~ f£I ... i,(q, p)Xil ... Xi, 
·1····· ... 
is a first integral of order m for any constant q=(ql, ... ,qn). 
Proof. Lemma 4 sees to it that all derivatives used exist. The first 
statement of the lemma follows by applying )>.0 to f(x, p) = f(x+tp, p). UXi 
I45 
Repeated application shows that /t1 ... t,(x, p) is a first integral, and then, 
trivially, also /t1 ••• t,(q, p). Now, 
() 
P i)x 2, ft1 ... t,.(q, p)Xil ··· Xt,.=r 2, /t1 ... t.(q, p) Ph Xt2 ··· Xtr 
= r 2, ( P ~i)x /t2 ... t.(x, p) I x~q) Xt2 ... Xi., 
and this vanishes, since /i2 ••• i,(x, p) is a first integral. 
Theorem 2. Every first integral of order m of the geodesics in affine 
space is a sum of hi-homogeneous polynomials of degrees (r, m) in x, p, 
with 0,.;;;; r,.;;;; m, each of which is a first integral of order m. 
Proof. By Lemma 5 the expressions (I) are first integrals. They are 
hi-homogeneous polynomials of degree (r, m). By Theorem I these vanish 
for r>m. Hence /t1 ... t1(q, p)=O for r>m and all q, i.e. f(x, p) is a poly-
nomial in x of degree ,.;;;; m, hence equals the finite Taylor sum 
m I ~ f(x, p) = 2, 1 (. k. /t~ ... t,(O, p) Xt1 ... Xt.). r~o r. '1·····0,. 
The terms are hi-homogeneous and, by Lemma 5, are first integrals. 
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